
Dateline, Lake City — Trouble brews in The City By The Lake. 
Following a period of inter-family warfare, a new boss has risen to 
power in the Lake City Mob! Little is known about this debutante 
Don, but their impact is apparent: the streets are overrun 
withhoodlums, hooligans, and the horribly hooch-addled. Lake 
City has struggled with bootlegging-related crime ever since the 
passing of the Prohibition Act, but the new Boss has caused the 
gin joints to run over, and innocent LakeCitizens are getting 
caught in the crossfire.

    As a result, the government has sent a special task force from 
the Prohibition Bureau. This squad of sober spooks, informally 
dubbed “The Prohibitionists,” have one goal and one goal 
only: take down the Boss, and watch the rest of the gang crumble 
without its leader! This newspaper reporter wishes them the best 
of luck, and advises any hard-bitten thugs or thick-headed 
rowdies to re-consider getting in the Prohibitionists’ way, or get 
ready to enjoy a stay in the hoosegow!

1-5 players | 30 - 45 minutes | Ages 8+

ABOUT
Prohibitionists is a cooperative 
game, in which players will
work together to take out the 
Lake City Mob.
By carefully using your limited 
resources, you can take out
the many obstacles that stand 
between you and the Boss.
If you’re able to take out the
Boss as well, you win, and law 
returns to Lake City. But be 
careful Prohibitionists... if your 
deck of Tactics ever runs out, 
then you are out of resources, 
and you fail your mission!

COMPONENTS
104 cards, consisting of
• 45 Tactics cards, made up of a 2 - 10 of each suit: 
    Bribery, Contacts, Investigation, Subterfuge, and Violence
• 13 Intel cards
• 33 Obstacle cards
• 1 Organized Crime Obstacle card
• 6 Boss cards
• 5 Double-sided Job cards
• 1 On the Take card (for the On the Take game variant)

SETUP
This game is all about two decks of cards: the Obstacle deck, 
which represents all the tricks and troublemakers that the Mob 
has to throw at you, and the Tactics deck, which represents
all the resources you have to throw right back at them.
Both decks will need a little assembly before you’re ready to play.



Making the Obstacle Deck
Start off by picking one of the Bosses: shuffle the five Boss cards, choose one of them without 
looking at it, and put the other four back in the box. Unfortunately, all the Prohibition Bureau’s 
research hasn’t uncovered just who the Boss of the Lake City Mob actually is, so it’s going to be a 
nasty surprise when you actually find out just who’s running the show.

Next, shuffle the 33 standard Obstacle cards. Put the Boss in, still without looking at it, eight cards 
from the bottom. Finally, put the Organized Crime Obstacle card on the top of the deck with its 
more powerful “Headline News” side up.

GAMEPLAY
This is a game that takes place over a series of turns. The player who most recently smashed open a 
cask of bootleg whiskey with an axe goes first. Two things happen on each turn, in order. You can 
call them “phases” of the turn if you like gamerly lingo. Basically, first you’ll see what the Mob is up 
to, and then you’ll get a chance to fight back.

What’s the Mob up to?
Well, they’re up to no good, of course. By following leads, shaking down informants, and poking 
around the city, you can find out just what kind of no good they’re up to.

If there are fewer than four Obstacle cards in play, play the card from the top of the Obstacle deck. 
Put it somewhere in the center of the table where everyone can see. This is one of the troubles that 
stands in your way… unless it’s a Scared Citizen, in which case you just kicked open some innocent 
bystander’s door and can discard the card right away.

There is only room for a maximum of four Obstacles in play. If you must draw an Obstacle but 
cannot, either because there are already four in play or because the Obstacle deck is empty, you 
must burn a Tactic. That means you take the top card of the Tactics deck and put it straight onto 
the discard pile, with no chance to recover it. The Mob is putting so much pressure on you that it’s 
costing you resources just to survive.

Some Obstacles require you to draw more than one Obstacle; in this case, draw as many as you can, 
then burn one Tactic (even if you needed to draw more than one additional card). E.g.: if there are 
three Obstacles in play and you are required to draw three more, you would draw one card, then 
burn one Tactic.

The Boss is an Obstacle card like any other.
Cards that affect Obstacles also affect the Boss. 
The only difference is that the Boss is 
generally more powerful and has abilities 
that will make them harder to take 
down than most other Obstacles.

Making the Tactics Deck
All you need to do for the Tactics deck is remove some 
Intel cards, based on the number of players; use the Intel 
you’ve removed to start the discard pile. Once you’ve 
removed the Intel, shuffle the remaining Tactics cards.

Final step
Every player gets one of the Job cards. Set it in front of you one the table, with the non-Exhausted 
side up. Deal each player four cards from the Tactics deck—that’s your starting hand.

Alright, now it’s time to take on the Mob!

Organized Crime

25 Obstacles

One Boss

8 Remaining Obstacles

the Obstacle Deck

a big lunkhead with
a cheap suit and a gun.

# of players
5
4
3
2
1

0
1
3
3
5

Remove this many Intel cards



How to Read an Obstacle Card
If the Obstacle already has cards on it, you may only add a new card if the suit matches what’s 
already there, and if the value of the card is greater than the largest card already on the Obstacle. 
For instance, if there’s already a 4 of Bribery on a given Obstacle, you may only add another card if 
its suit is Bribery and its value is 5 or higher.  

Intel is a special kind of Tactic card – 
Intel only ever has a value of 1, but it
counts as being any suit you want. 

TAKING OUT OBSTACLES
AND GENERATING OVERFLOW
If the combined value of the Tactics card or cards equals the strength of the Obstacle they’re on, the 
Obstacle is taken out: remove it from the table and discard it, along with all of the Tactics cards used 
to take it out. The Obstacle is out of your hair, but so are all the resources you used to deal with it.

If the Tactics exceed the Obstacle’s strength, then in addition to taking out the Obstacle you also 
generate Overflow. Overflow is a special resource generated by extreme success; you beat up a goon 
so thoroughly that they ratted on their partner, or you investigated a scheme so thoroughly that you 
found dirt on the crooked DA too.

The Overflow you generate from taking out an Obstacle is equal to the excess value of your Tactics. 
For instance, if you take out an Obstacle with a strength of 7 by using the 10 of Investigation, you 
have generated 3 Overflow.

Use this Overflow to boost the Tactics cards on another Obstacle. Unfortunately, you can’t use 
Overflow on an Obstacle that you haven’t started working on yet... you gotta have your foot in the 
door already. However, Overflow can be applied to any stack of Tactics; the suit and value of the 
cards do not matter.

If the combined value of the Tactics cards and Overflow meet or exceed the obstacle’s Strength, 
then that Obstacle is taken out too. Congratulations, you got a one-two punch! Unfortunately, you 
can only generate Overflow once on your turn... Obstacles taken out with Overflow don’t make their 
own Overflow.

You might have noticed that there’s no cards or tokens to represent Overflow; that’s because it 
doesn’t stick around. If you can’t use Overflow to take out an Obstacle right when you made it, the 
excess is wasted. If you want to take down the Boss, you will need to set up situations where you 
make the most out of your Overflow and waste as little as possible.

How do you respond?
Now’s your chance to strike back at the mob! The cards in your hand are the tactics you can take to 
get the jump on whatever problems are facing you.

Play one card on any Obstacle. Or, if you don’t want to or are unable to, you can pass
(see the rules on Passing). If the Obstacle doesn’t have any cards on it already, then you can play 
any card from your hand (in most circumstances... some Obstacles are immune to particular suits or 
create other restrictions).

Strength
How hard it is to take
out his Obstacle

Icons
At-a-glance reminders of the Obstacle’s ability. Icons on the left side affect other
cards or game rules (e.g.: requiring players to draw an  extra Obstacle each turn),
icons on the right, next to strength, affect  the card itself (e.g: needing to be taken
out with Subterfuge).

Name

Illustration

Flavor Text

Ability
The power this
Obstacle has, if any.

REWARD
Some Obstacles grant
The Prohibitionists a
bonus when they are
taken out.

“sorry folks, we’re gonna
  have to break up the party.”



In this example, a player has a 5 of Subterfuge to play, and four Obstacles to choose from. They 
can’t play it on the Speakeasy, because it’s the wrong suit. Nor can it be played on the Guard Dog, 
because even though it’s the right suit, the Guard Dog would need a Subterfuge card of 8 or above. 

The player can take out the Hired Goon, however, by playing the 5 of Subterfuge there; it’s the right 
suit and a high enough value. Doing so brings the stack of Tactics up to 9 (1+3+5), which is 2 more 
than the Hired Goon’s strength. That takes out the Obstacle, and because it was 2 points greater 
than the strength, generates 2 points of OVerflow to be spent immediately.

The Guard Dog’s stack of Tactics is only worth 9 points; adding 2 to that won’t be enough to
meet the Obstacle’s strength, and the Overflow would be wasted. The Loser only takes 1 point
to take out, but because there’s no card on it yet, it can’t be targeted with Overflow. However,
the Speakeasy has a strength of 6; adding the Overflow to that stack of Tactics would result in 7 
(2+3+2), which takes out the Speakeasy as well. Evidently, not only did you trick that Hired Goon 
into getting out of your way, you convinced them to shut down the gin joint they were posted at. 
Nice work.

FOR EXAMPLE PASSING
If you are unable to play a card (because you don’t have any playable cards, or in the unlikely 
situation that there are no Obstacles in play), or if you don’t want to play a card, you must instead 
pass to refresh your hand. Arrange the cards in your hand in whatever order you’d like, then put 
them at the bottom of the Tactics deck. This can be used to trade away low-valued cards, but they 
don’t go away forever. Passing too often will mean that the deck is full of 1s and 2s by the time 
you’re ready to take down the Boss.

USING YOUR JOB
Each player has a job card. That’s your background, the reason you got selected to join the 
Prohibitionists. While unexhausted, this gives you a unique bonus; for instance, the Tax Collector 
has more resources in their hand, while the sharpshooter is especially skilled at dealing a one-two 
punch with Overflow.

Additionally, you may Exhaust your job on your turn, instead of playing a card from your hand. Flip 
the card over, and it turns into a 10 of your job’s suit, which you must immediately play on an 
Obstacle. If there’s no valid place to play the card, you can’t exhaust your job. If you exhaust your 
job, you do not draw a Tactic card at the end of your turn. If you Exhaust your job, you can no 
longer use its bonus ability.

ENDING YOUR TURN
At the end of your turn, draw from the Tactics deck until you have four cards in hand.
Next, the player to your left will take their turn, then the player to their left, and so on until the
end of the game.

ENDING THE GAME
If a player is able to take out the Boss, you win! The Prohibitionists have brought down the Lake City 
Mob, congratulations. Go home and have a drink to celebrate.

However. If at any point you are required to draw or burn a card from the Tactics deck, but the 
Tactics deck is empty, you immediately lose the game. Your resources have been tapped, but the 
Boss is still at large. Lake City falls to the Mob, and there’s no telling if the corruption will ever get 
cleaned up.

Hard Mode (OPTIONAL)
To make it a little more challenging to clean up Lake City, you can play Prohibitionists on hard 
mode. This plays exactly like the standard game, with one major restriction: players are not 
allowed to reveal the cards in their hands, or even to say the value of any of their cards. 

You can hint at the cards you have, by saying things like “I have a lot of Investigation,” or “I can do a 
little bit of Violence,” but you cannot say any specific numbers. This makes it much harder to 
coordinate attacks without coming up short or wasting excess Overflow. If a player accidentally reveals 
the exact value of a card in their hand, they must immediately burn that card and draw a replacement.



On the Take (game variant)
A variant for three to five morally-flexible players
This single-card expansion puts one Prohibitionist in the Mob’s pocket. Your collective goal is the 
same—take out the Boss before your Tactics deck runs out—but one player will secretly try to 
sabotage your efforts. 

Setup
After each player gets their starting hand of cards, slide the On the Take 
card somewhere about a quarter of the way down the Tactics deck. 

Gameplay
The game begins normally, using the Hard Mode rules in which 
players cannot name or reveal their cards. For the first several 
turns nobody knows who will be working for the Boss. 

If you draw the On the Take card, then Mob has made you an offer 
you couldn’t refuse. As the traitor, your job now is to play poorly 
enough to ensure that the Prohibitionists lose, without making the 
others suspicious.

(If On the Take gets burned, then slip it back into the deck about a 
quarter of the way down, and burn another card instead. The Boss’s plan 
was merely delayed. In the unlikely event that you draw On the Take after 
the Boss has already been revealed, just discard the card and draw again;
it’s too late for the Boss to corrupt you at that point.)

To keep the traitor’s identity secret, there’s one change to basic gameplay: 
if you pass your turn, you will keep one card and put the rest at the bottom 
of the Tactics deck. The traitor must keep the On the Take card.

If the Boss is taken out, the traitor reveals their card. They lose, and everyone else wins! 

If the Tactics deck runs out, the players get one opportunity to uncover the traitor. Take as much 
time as you need to discuss who was the most suspicious; traitor, use this time to try and spread 
suspicion to the other players. When you’re ready, have someone count out loud: “Three, 
two, one, vote.” On “vote,” everyone simultaneously points at one other player.

Whomever has the most fingers pointing at them must reveal their hand. If they are not the 
traitor, or if the votes were split and nobody had a majority, then the traitor wins! 

If the votes successfully identify the traitor, however, the traitor is out of the game, but the
other players have one last shot: the rest of the Traitor’s hand gets added to the Tactics deck,
and the game continues for a few more turns; decide as a team who will take the next turn.
If the remaining Prohibitionists take out the Boss, they win! Otherwise, everyone loses... 
the Boss takes over Lake City, and doesn’t even need to keep the traitor on the payroll.
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